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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Mark B. Solomon, Esq., Hamilton Brook Smith Reynolds
members of the IP Cases Task Force
for their efforts in proposing to and
working with the District Court Judges
on newly adopted Local Rule 16.6;
and having a moment of silence to be
led by Chief Judge Mark Wolf for the
late Judge Reginald Lindsay. We are
excited to present Dr. James Green,
Planetary Science Division Director of
NASA, as our keynote speaker and
look forward to his presentation,
entitled “The Revolution in Planetary
Science: Rewriting the Textbooks.”
Please watch for your invitations in
the mail.

the Bilski decision.” Speakers at that
event included Jerry Cohen, Stephen
Chow, Donald Steinberg, Barbara
Fiacco, and Jakub Michna. The New
Lawyers and Law Students
Committee, chaired by Giordana
Belenchia, Aaron Connor, and Scott
Gerwin, ran a social event this quarter
and have others planned for the year.
The Biotechnology Committee, chaired
by Shann Kerner and Hak Chang, held
a round table discussion that focused
on information disclosure statement
practice.

In March, the Copyright Law
Committee, chaired by Stephen Chow
and Anne Marie Longobucco, held a
President Mark B. Solomon
seminar, entitled “Copyright
Remedies.” Speakers included Mark
The Boston Patent Law Association
Fischer, John Ward, Amy Brosius, and
(BPLA) is continuing with its tradition
Anne Marie Longobucco. The Chemical
of education, service, and community Among recent BPLA events, the
Amicus Committee, chaired by Erik
Patent Practice Committee, chaired by
with an active first quarter of BPLA
Belt and Benjamin Stern, submitted an James Olesen and Peter Lando, held a
activities in 2009. On behalf of the
Amicus Brief to the Supreme Court in seminar, entitled “Proposed Reforms
Board, I would like to thank all who
In re Bilski case. Joel Leeman,
the
to Markush Examination Practice.”
have organized, attended, or have
who also served as counsel of record, John LeGuyader, TC 1600 Director of
been otherwise involved in the BPLA
activities, and also to thank those who John Stickevers, Jakub Michna, Steven the USPTO, spoke at the seminar.
Henry, and Robert Abrahamsen
will be organizing or attending
collaborated to draft the Amicus Brief. The BPLA AIPLA Moot Court
upcoming BPLA events.
Committee, chaired by Thomas
The Computer Law Committee,
Johnston and Jonathan Mutch with
We are very pleased to host the
special assistance from Elizabeth
Annual Judges Dinner on Friday, May chaired by John Stickevers and
Burkhard, held the annual AIPLA Giles
1, 2009, starting at 6:00 p.m. We will Stephen Wolf, held a seminar in
be honoring Judge Richard Stearns of January, entitled “The Bounds of
(Continued on page 4)
Patent Eligibility in the Aftermath of
the District Court; recognizing
We will also be having a Red Sox
outing on Friday, July 24, 2009. Please
watch for an announcement from the
Activities Chair, Patrick Quinlan.
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Calendar Of Events
Friday, May 1

Annual Judges Dinner
John Joseph Moakley United States Courthouse
Cocktails start at 6pm
Friday, July 24

Annual Summer Outing Boston Red Sox v. Orioles
Fenway Park
7:10pm
Wednesday, December 2

2009 Annual Meeting

Members on the Move
Maria Laccotripe Zacharakis, Elizabeth Hanley, Danielle Herritt and Cristin Howley Cowles
have joined McCarter & English in Boston.
Do you have a new job?
Made a lateral move lately?
Been promoted?

Nina Pearlmutter is now IP Counsel at Qteros.
MJ Edwards is a Counsel at WilmerHale.

We want to hear about your news. Please send your
job-related news to:

Mark Solomon of Hamilton Brook Smith Reynolds, an Intellectual Property Law firm in Concord, Massachusetts, will be honored with an
award for excellence in IP law by Suffolk University Law School.

JOB POSTINGS
To add a job posting
to our on-line list of Career
Opportunities
for 3 full months,
and to be listed in a quarterly BPLA
Newsletter,

so that we can include an
announcement in our next newsletter.

SAVE THE DATE
The BPLA Summer Outing
Friday, July 24, 2009
Fenway Park at 7:10 p.m.
Boston Red Sox
vs.
Baltimore Orioles

please e-mail your job posting and
contact information to:
vice-president@bpla.org
(Fee is $300 per listing)

vice-president@bpla.org

Watch for our email announcement with details
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Judge Reginald C. Lindsay 1945 - 2009
Mark L. Wolf, Chief Judge of the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts, sadly announces the death of his esteemed colleague Judge Reginald C. Lindsay. Chief Judge Wolf said that: "Judge
Lindsay proved again that a great judge must be a great man. His journey from being an African-American youth in segregated Alabama to
becoming a federal judge in Boston has been compelling evidence of the
enduring integrity of our nation's promise of equal opportunity for all.
Reg Lindsay's distinguished work as a judge made a unique contribution
to our nation's commitment to guaranteeing Equal Justice Under Law.
Judge Lindsay's influence as an inspiring role model and mentor for disadvantaged youth assures that he will have a vibrant, living legacy."
Judge Lindsay was born in 1945, in Birmingham, Alabama. He graduated
from Morehouse College in 1967, and from the Harvard Law School in
1970. Judge Lindsay was a partner in the law firm of Hill & Barlow,
where he developed a special friendship with Deval Patrick, then a
younger lawyer at the firm and now the Governor of Massachusetts. Judge Lindsay also served as a Commissioner of Public Utilities in Massachusetts from 1975-1977. In 1993, President Bill Clinton appointed Reginald
Lindsay to the United States District Court as the successor to David S. Nelson, who was the first AfricanAmerican judge in this district.◊

The 36th Annual Giles Rich Moot Court Competition
The Northeast Regional of the 36th Annual Giles Sutherland Rich Memorial Moot Court Competition was held
at Suffolk University Law School in Boston on March 20
-22. Seventeen teams from fifteen schools came to
argue various patent issues. The judges consisted of
practicing patent attorneys and litigators from several
Boston firms, including Holland & Knight, Fish &
Richardson, Wolf Greenfield, Burns & Levinson, Lowrie,
Lando & Anastasi, Pepper Hamilton, Proskauer Rose,
Nutter McClennen & Fish, Hayes Soloway, Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi, Cooley Godward, Goodwin Procter,
Lahive & Cockfield and Foley & Lardner, as well as inhouse attorneys at Theracrine, Dyax Corp., Biogen Idec
and Siemens Water Technologies.
The seventeen teams argued two rounds on Friday
night to advance to the semi-final round on Saturday.
The teams from Loyola Law School, George Washington University, George Mason University and Catholic
University advanced to the semi-finals. Joseph Edell
and Christopher Agrawal from George Washington University and Wilford Cowart and Kelly Hightower from
Catholic University won their respective arguments to
advance to the final round on Sunday. The final round
found the contestants arguing before Charles Hieken
(Fish & Richardson), David Wolf (Wolf Greenfield) and
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Martin O’Donnell (Cesari and McKenna), each well
known in the Boston IP community. Ultimately, the
team from Catholic University prevailed.
As those that participate as judges for this competition
can attest, the students are always well prepared and
the issues facing them challenging. Many of the students commented on how well prepared the judges
were and how much they learned from this competition. We would like to thank all the BPLA members and
members of the Boston legal community for helping to
make this year’s competition another successful one.
We would also like to thank Suffolk University Law
School for hosting a wonderful reception for the students and judges after Friday’s arguments and for providing the facilities in which to argue. We hope to see
everyone again next year at the 37th Annual Giles Rich
Moot Court Competition.
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Nartron Corporation v. Schukra U.S.A., Inc., et al., (March 5, 2009, Fed.Cir.)
By Michael T. Renaud, Esq., Pepper Hamilton LLP
patent. The case demonstrates that
an individual who contributed an
element to a claim will not necessarily be deemed an inventor. In
2006, Nartron Corporation
(“Nartron”) sued Borg Indak,1 an
Nartron Corporation v. Schukra
electronic components supplier, for
U.S.A., Inc., et al., decided by the
contributory infringement of U.S.
Federal Circuit on March 5, 2009,
Patent Number 6,049,748, entitled
concerns the requirements for de“Massage Controller Module
termining inventorship, particularly (MCM)” (“the ‘748 patent”). The
where a party claims that an alleged ‘748 patent relates to controller
inventor has been omitted from the
Contribution of an Element
Known in the Prior Art and In
Use in the Field of the Invention
is Not Sufficiently Significant to
Support Inventorship

President’s Message Cont.

modules for providing massage and
other functions to existing automobile seats. The controller includes a
“transparency stimulator,” which
enables the control module, when
incorporated into an existing seat,
to have no impact on the existing
seat’s function. See ‘748 Patent at
col. 2, lines 23-25. Borg Indak
sought dismissal for Nartron’s failure
to join an unnamed co-inventor.
(Continued on page 8)

the judiciary in that effort.

(Continued from page 1)

Sutherland Rich Moot Court Competition the weekend of
March 19-21. The student participants were outstanding
this year, and the Board and membership appreciates the
hard work by the Committee Co-Chairs and Elizabeth
Burkhard in organizing and running the Competition and
also by all of the judges who volunteered their time.
The BPLA also co-sponsored seminars with other
organizations in March, including a program co-sponsored
with Suffolk University Law School, Center for CLE &
Academic Conferences, entitled, “The Impact of Patent
Law on the Economy -- Stimulus or Impediment?” and
another program co-sponsored with the American
Intellectual Property Law Association, entitled “Career
Intelligence: Career Struggles Present and Future in the
Field of Intellectual Property.”
In February, as a representative of our organization, I was
invited to attend a meeting, of leaders of many Bar
associations in the Boston area, hosted by Chief Judge
Mark Wolf and Judge Patti Saris at the Moakley
Courthouse. Some of the Bar associations represented at
the meeting included the Boston Bar Association, Federal
Bar Association, Asian American Law Association of
Massachusetts, Hispanic Law Association, and AfricanAmerican Bar Association. The purpose of the meeting was
to get the many Bar associations to learn about each
other, potentially work together, and learn how to work in
cooperation with the judiciary. During the meeting, Chief
Judge Wolf asked if each of the representatives could
present a summary of what their respective organizations
do, typical activities, and upcoming activities. I was
pleased to announce at the meeting the BPLA’s role in new
Local Rule 16.6. Chief Judge Wolf and Judge Saris publicly
commended our organization as a model for working with
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Unfortunately, despite efforts by the New Lawyers and
Law Students Committee Chairs, Activities Committee
Chair, BPLA member Arvind Jairam, and me to re-institute
Inventors Weekend at the Boston Museum of Science, it
will not be re-instituted this year at that venue. The
Director's Office at the Museum of Science gave the
program considerable thought, but had to make a decision
based on many factors and ultimately decided that
Inventors Weekend would not be possible, though a
different jointly organized event may still be possible.
We proposed to the Massachusetts Department of
Business Development to have one of our members serve
in an advisory role as an IP Advisor to the Department
because of the importance of intellectual property as an
export from Massachusetts. We are awaiting further
discussions with the Department on that matter.
We look forward to the many more seminars and
programs scheduled to be run this year. Thanks again to
all who are participating. The Board continues to invite
everyone to look or ask for opportunities to participate in
BPLA activities, provide suggestions and feedback to the
Board and Committee Chairs, and contribute to the BPLA
community by attending events and interacting with
mentors, colleagues, and peers. Those who are not
Committee Chairs can still participate in leadership roles
through submitting articles to the BPLA newsletter,
proposing seminar topics to the Committee Chairs, and
offering to be a speaker or panelist at a BPLA seminar.
Through participation in these programs, those among us
who have been in the IP community for many years can
share their wisdom and experience as mentors to those of
us who are newer in this field; those who are newer in this
field can ask questions of those they view as mentors,
which keeps mentors challenged and engaged.◊
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Mixed Decision from Federal Circuit Regarding PTO Rules
By Donna Meuth, Esq., WilmerHale
Today, the Federal Circuit issued a decision in Tafas and
SmithKline Beecham Corp. v. Doll. In its decision, the

rather than the PTO rulemaking authority.

Court affirmed the grant of summary judgment by the
District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia that Final
Rule 78 (limiting the number of continuations) is invalid,
vacated the grant of summary judgment with respect to
Final Rules 75 (limiting the number of requests for continued examination), 114 (relating to examination support
documents), and 265 (relating to examination support
documents), and remanded the case for further proceedings. The Federal Circuit opinion was written by Judge
Prost. Judge Bryson issued a concurring opinion while
Judge Rader concurred-in-part and dissented-in-part.

The Court did agree with the district court that Final Rule
78, limiting the number of continuations that could be
filed, is inconsistent with the mandate in 35 U.S.C. §120,
that an application that meets four specified requirements
“shall have the same effect, as to such invention, as
though filed on the date of the prior application.” The
Court thus held Final Rule 78 invalid because “it attempts
to add an additional requirement – that the application
not contain amendments, arguments, or evidence that
could have been submitted earlier – that is foreclosed by
the statute.”

The Final Rules at issue involved four new rules: (1) Final
Rule 78 limiting the number of continuation applications,
(2) Final Rule 114 limiting the number of requests for continued examination, (3) Final Rule 75 requiring that an
examination support document (“ESD”) be filed if an applicant submits more than a threshold number of claims
(5 independent/25 dependent), and (4) Final Rule 265
setting forth the requirements for an ESD (requiring a
search and submission of the search results with an
analysis).

However, the Court reversed the District Court decision
and upheld as valid Final Rules 114, 75 and 265. For Final
Rule 114, the Court gave deference to the PTO’s interpretation of the statute governing RCEs (35 U.S.C. §132),
that it “does not unambiguously require the USPTO to
grant unlimited RCEs.” Final Rules 75 and 265 were
deemed valid because Final Rule 75 does not limit the
number of claims an applicant can present, but “simply
requires that an ESD be submitted if more than five independent or twenty-five total claims are included in certain
sets of copending applications.” Further, the Federal Circuit saw no reason to prohibit the PTO from requesting
the information required by Final Rule 265 when the
specified claim limits are exceeded.

Though the Federal Circuit agreed that the PTO does not
have general substantive rulemaking power, contrary to
the District Court’s decision, the Federal Circuit concluded
that the Final Rules are procedural, stating that they
“govern the timing of and materials that must be submitted with patent applications,” but do not foreclose the
opportunity to present patent applications for examination. For example, Final Rules 78 and 114 were said to
provide timing requirements for when an application
would be fully examined. The Court did recognize, however, that the impact of these rules would depend upon
how the PTO “interprets when amendments, arguments,
and evidence ‘could not have been submitted during the
prosecution of the prior-filed application’ or ‘prior to the
close of prosecution.’” Final Rules 75 and 265 were also
determined to be non-substantive because, once an ESD
is submitted, an application would be examined in exactly
the same manner as it would be without the rule. The
Court recognized the concern that assertions of inequitable conduct could arise based upon the submission of an
ESD, however, that concern was found to be “too speculative to void the rules” and to relate more to the uncertainties with respect to the inequitable conduct doctrine
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The Federal Circuit opinion also summarized the issues it
believes remain for the District Court on remand:
“whether any of the Final Rules, either on their face or as
applied in any specific circumstances, are arbitrary and
capricious; whether any of the Final Rules conflict with the
Patent Act in ways not specifically addressed in this opinion; whether all USPTO rulemaking is subject to notice
and comment rulemaking under 5 U.S.C. § 553; whether
any of the Final Rules are impermissibly vague; and
whether the Final Rules are impermissibly retroactive.”
In dissent, Judge Rader stated that in his opinion the Final
Rules are substantive. In his opinion, the Final Rules all
“affect individual rights and obligations, and mark a startling change in existing law and patent policy.” He concurred with the majority opinion’s ultimate conclusion that
Final Rule 78 is invalid, but dissented-in-part with respect
to Final Rules 114, 75 and 265, believing them to also be
invalid.◊
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The BPLA Challenges the Federal Circuit’s Machine-or-Transformation Test
By Jakub Michna, Esq., Joel Leeman, Esq., Bromberg & Sunstein LLP
The Boston Patent Law Association
recently filed an amicus brief with the
United States Supreme Court in support
of certiorari in the case of Bilski v. Doll.
The brief, co-authored by Bromberg &
Sunstein LLP and Wolf, Greenfield and
Sacks, PC, argues that the Supreme
Court should review and overturn the
Federal Circuit’s new test for the patent
-eligibility of process claims under Section 101 of the Patent Act. The socalled “machine-or-transformation” test
requires a process claim either to be
tied to a particular machine or apparatus or to transform an article into a
different state or thing. The BPLA brief
argues that this restrictive formulation
flouts law and policy.

claims.

Although it is clear that the claim is
directed to the operation of a radio
receiver—an invention that is conventionally patentable—this claim is now
put into question because it does not
meet the arbitrary requirements of the
machine-or-transformation test. Adding
examples from the fields of CDMA technology and vaccination, the brief cautions that the machine-ortransformation test will doom process
claims of a type that have historically
been patent-eligible in fields ranging
from information processing to medical
treatments.

Now the case makes its way to the
Supreme Court. The broad impact of
the machine-or-transformation test and
its potential harmful effect on innovation prompted the BPLA to weigh in to
support Bilski’s petition for certiorari.
The authors of the amicus brief contend that the Federal Circuit’s new machine-or-transformation test is an improperly restrictive bar for the information age. The brief takes no position on
the patent-eligibility of Bilski’s particular
method for hedging risk. Rather, it
stresses the need to restore a proper
rule against which all method invenThe new test is faulted also for creating
tions can be fairly measured.
uncertainty that will cause lasting harm
to innovation. The brief echoes the
Bilski seeks certiorari from an October Congress intended patent protection to concerns of Judge Rader’s dissent:
extend to any useful process or thing
2008 en banc decision of the Federal
“What form or amount of
because innovation often takes unfore- “transformation” suffices [to meet the
Circuit that rejected as ineligible subject matter his method for hedging risk seeable forms. The Supreme Court has transformation prong of the test]? …
in commodities trading. At that stage of recognized this legislative mandate and What link to a machine is sufficient to
the proceedings, the BPLA also filed an has extended patent protection to
invoke the “or machine” prong?” Be“anything under the sun made by
amicus brief urging that the Federal
cause of this vagueness and ambiguity,
fact, in Gottschalk v. Benson inventors, investors, patent holders and
Circuit avoid any test for eligibility that man.” In
(1972)1 and Parker v. Flook (1978)2,
may screen out useful emerging techpractitioners alike can no longer discern
the Supreme Court explicitly distanced the eligible from the ineligible. With
nologies of an unexpected nature. Initself from a machine-or-transformation uncertain patent rights, inventors will
stead, the brief explained, the approtest. Nonetheless, in the face of statpriate inquiry is whether the process
lack incentive to invent, investors will
ute, precedent and policy, the Federal shrink from investing, and giant corpohas a practical application or useful
result. Such an approach embodies the Circuit imposes this anachronistic test
rations will have no reason to respect
upon the information age.
“useful, concrete, and tangible result”
the ownership claims of a smaller comstandard set forth by Judge Rich in the
petitor.
The BPLA brief demonstrates the capriFederal Circuit’s famous State Street
cious harm that the new test poses by Because of the test’s conflict with
Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature Financial
applying it to several landmark invenprecedent and its irresolvable vagueGroup Co. decision.
tions that had won patent protection
ness, the brief asks the Supreme Court
under long-established standards for
This argument did not persuade the
to grant certiorari and restore a capaeligibility. In one example, the brief
Federal Circuit, which was more influcious and flexible approach to the eligishows that a process claim directed to bility requirement of Section 101. Tens
enced by the fact that Bilski’s method
of hedging risk required neither a par- a foundational invention in FM radio
of thousands of applications and issued
ticular machine nor a transformation of would have been susceptible to rejecpatents are affected by the Bilski decian article. Instead, it necessitated sim- tion had the Bilski test then been in
sion. The Supreme Court should act
force. The FM radio claim does not re- sooner rather than later, because delay
ply entering into a series of transaccite a particular machine or apparatus
tions. The resulting financial and legal
will only compound the decision’s ill
and therefore does not meet the maobligations, the court held, did not
effects for patentees and the public in
chine prong of the test. The claim does general.◊
qualify as eligible subject matter. The
manipulate and amplify energy, but
Federal Circuit struck down Bilski’s
1
claim and, in so doing, established the such transformations of energy do not 2 409 U.S. 63 (1972).
count
as
transformations
of
articles.
437 U.S. 584 (1978).
machine-or-transformation test as the
sole test for the eligibility of process
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BPLA Annual Judges Dinner
The 2009 BPLA Annual Judges Dinner will take place on Friday, May 1, 2009 at the John Joseph Moakley United
States Courthouse. We are very pleased to present an exciting program and hope many of you will be able to attend. Cocktails start at 6:00 p.m., with dinner and presentations starting at 7:15 p.m., followed by our keynote
speaker. We look forward to seeing you there.
This year we are especially honored to award the BPLA Distinguished Public Service Award to District Judge
Richard G. Stearns. Judge Stearns served as the District Court’s liaison to the BPLA’s IP Cases Task Force for its proposed new local rule, now adopted as Local Rule 16.6. Judge Stearns has also presided over
many IP cases during his tenure on the bench.

Judge Richard G.
Stearns

Judge Stearns was nominated to a seat on the United States District Court for Massachusetts
by President William J. Clinton. He joined the Court in 1994 after his confirmation by the U.S.
Senate. Prior to becoming a District Judge, he served as Associate Justice of the Superior
Court of Massachusetts, Assistant United States Attorney, and Assistant District Attorney for
Norfolk County. Judge Stearns is presently a member of the U.S. Judicial Conference Committee on Space and Facilities and the Committee on Judicial Security. He has previously served
on the Federal-State Jurisdiction Committee, the Mass Torts Working Group, and the First Circuit Judicial Council. He serves as a Multi-District Litigation Panel Transferee Judge and sits by
designation on various Courts of Appeals.

Judge Stearns is the recipient of a B.A. in history from Stanford University, an M. Litt. (political philosophy) from
Oxford University, which he attended as a Rhodes Scholar, and a J.D. from Harvard Law School. He is also the recipient of Honorary Doctor of Law degrees from Suffolk Law School and Southern New England School of Law.
Apart from his judicial duties, Judge Stearns serves as a rule of law advisor to the U.S. Department of Defense, the
U.S. Department of State, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. He lectures frequently on issues involving the
rule of law, nuclear proliferation, and counter-terrorism in the U.S., Southern Europe, and Central Asia. He is a
Trustee of Vincent Memorial (Massachusetts General) Hospital in Boston, where he serves as Chair of the Committee on Science and Research for the Vincent Center for Reproductive Biology.
We are extremely happy to present our keynote speaker, Dr. James Green, who will be giving a talk on “The Revolution in Planetary Science: Rewriting the Textbooks.” Dr. Green is the
Planetary Science Division Director at NASA Headquarters. After he received his Ph.D. in Space
Physics from the University of Iowa in 1979, Dr. Green joined NASA, serving at Marshall Space
Flight Center and Goddard Space Flight Center before coming to NASA Headquarters in the
summer of 2006. Dr. Green specializes in magnetospheric physics. During his career, he has
analyzed data from over a dozen spacecraft and has written over 110 scientific articles and
over 50 technical articles. Dr. Green has received numerous NASA and Federal government
awards, including the coveted Arthur S. Flemming Award given for outstanding individual performance in the federal government. In addition, he has been recognized internationally with
Japan’s Kotani Prize in 1996 in recognition of his science data management activities.

Dr. James Green

Under Dr. Green, the Planetary Science Division has many operating spacecraft, including MESSENGER, going to
Mercury; New Horizons, on its way to Pluto; Dawn, a mission to the asteroid belt; EPOXI and NExT, on their way to
two comets; and Cassini, orbiting Saturn. The Division has a number of missions at Mars, including Mars Odyssey;
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, the two mid-sized rovers Spirit and Opportunity, and the Phoenix lander sitting on the
Mars polar cap. In addition, the Division is currently building the GRAIL mission to the Moon, the Juno mission that
will orbit Jupiter, and the Mars Science Laboratory. The results from these planetary missions are changing our view
of the origin and evolution of the solar system.
Please join your colleagues in honoring the judiciary of the First Circuit and in experiencing an exciting and educational presentation by our keynote speaker. Tables of 10 are available. Individual invitations have been mailed separately. For further information, please contact Kristine Ferrigno at kristine.ferrigno@hbsr.com.◊
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proved by clear and convincing evidence. Further, the alleged inventor’s contribution must be one that
is not insignificant in quality “when
History
that contribution is measured
Nartron and Borg Indak are
against the dimension of the full
competing suppliers of automobile
invention.” Id. (citing Pannu v. Iolab
seat massager units. In 1996,
Corp.,
155 F.3d 1344, 1351
Nartron agreed to develop a control
(Fed.Cir.
1998).
system providing massage functions
for existing automobile seats to
Additionally, the court noted
Schukra U.S.A., Incorporated
that each inventor “must generally
(“Schukra”), a supplier to the auto- contribute to the conception of the
motive industry. Nartron developed invention.” Id. (citing Burroughs
and subsequently applied for a pat- Wellcome Co. v. Barr Lab., Inc., 41
ent covering the control system,
F.3d 1223, 1227-28 (Fed.Cir. 1994).
which issued as the ‘748 patent.
However, “each of the joint invenNartron supplied seat massager
tors need not ‘make the same type
units to Schukra for a number of
or amount of contribution to the
years, but Schukra eventually hired invention,’” and “each needs to perBorg Indak to replace Nartron.
form only a part of the task which
Nartron Corp. v. Borg Indak, Inc.,
produces the invention.” Id. (citing
Opinion and Order at 3 (March 31,
Sewall v. Walters, 21 F.3d 411, 415
2008, E.D. Mich.).
(Fed.Cir. 1994)). Furthermore, “a

Nartron Corporation Cont.
(Continued from page 4)

In 2006, Nartron sued Borg Indak
for contributory infringement of
claims 1 and 7 of the ‘748 patent.
Borg Indak moved for dismissal on
summary judgment, alleging that
James Benson (“Benson”), a former
Schukra employee, should have
been named in the suit as a coinventor. Benson allegedly coinvented a number of claims, including claim 11.2

Eastern District of Michigan’s
Dismissal
In discussing requirements for
proving co-inventorship, the district
court recognized the presumption
that the named inventors of an issued patent are the true and only
inventors. Alleged nonjoinder
(failure to name an inventor) as well
as misjoinder (naming someone
who is not an inventor) must be

coinventor need not make a contribution to every claim of a patent.
See 35 U.S.C. §116. A contribution
to one element of one claim is
enough.” Id. (citing Ethicon, Inc. v.
United States Surgical Corp., 135
F.3d 1456, 1460 (Fed. Cir. 1998)).
Finally, the district court noted
that a purported inventor’s testimony is not sufficient to prove joint
inventorship, standing alone. However, the clear and convincing standard might be met if the inventor’s
testimony is supported by corroborating evidence (e.g., contemporaneous documents, oral testimony of
other parties, etc.). Id. At 7-8.
The parties did not dispute that
the named inventors exclusively
designed the circuitry and packaging of the transparency simulator.
Borg Indak alleged, however, that

Benson contributed the lumbar support adjustor including an
“extender” element recited in dependent claim 11. The extender
“governs the degree to which the
lumbar support extends outwardly
from the seat back toward a spinal
curvature of an occupant.” ‘748 Patent, col. 4, lines 29-31. Claim 11
reads as follows:
11.The invention as defined in
claim 6 wherein said lumbar support adjustor includes an extender.
Nartron argued that the element “lumbar support adjustor includes an extender” did not constitute a contribution to the invention.
The invention, it argued, was tied
solely to a “transparency simulator”
in the control module, and Benson’s
admission that the extender element was a “conventional mechanical connection” as well as Benson’s
lack of skills in electronics engineering showed he could not have been
an inventor. Nartron also argued
that inventorship required a contribution to an independent claim.
The court was not persuaded,
citing references to the patent evidencing that the invention relates to
both the transparency feature and
the lumbar feature. The patent, it
noted, describes the extender as a
component of the preferred embodiment and includes it in Figures 1
and 2, highlighting its significance.
Moreover, each of the named inventors testified that they did not contribute the lumbar support adjustor,
while Benson’s testimony and corroborating evidence supported that
Benson did. The court pointed to
(Continued on page 9)

1

Schukra U.S.A., Incorporated, although named in the caption, was dismissed from the case. Oral Argument before Federal Circuit, http://
oralarguments.cafc.uscourts.gov/mpd/2008-1363.mp3.
2

The district court ruled only on inventorship as to claim 11, although Borg Indak had alleged that Benson contributed to other claims as
well. The Federal Circuit limited its review to the ruling regarding claim 11.
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Nartron Corporation Cont.

description of the extender, emphasizing that it was mentioned “only once in a twenty-column patent,” and its
physical characteristics were not depicted in the Figures.

(Continued from page 8)

multiple pieces of corroborating evidence, including a
1994 document prepared by Benson describing his development efforts of a lumbar support module including a
control module. Various parties testified or declared that
Benson suggested the use of the mechanical aspects of a
massager with a controller for a seat massage unit. Additional testimony supported that Benson provided the patent’s language regarding the preferred embodiment.
Nartron itself did not contest that Benson conceived and
reduced to practice the lumbar support adjuster with extender. The court granted the motion for summary judgment, holding that Benson was a co-inventor of claim 11
of the ‘748 patent.3

Federal Circuit’s Reversal
Nartron argued on appeal that the improvement was
in the controller, not the hardware, of the seat. It pointed
out that, although the figures do reference the extender,
the figures do not depict the structure of an extender.
Additionally, it argued that the fact that the term
“extender” appears only in a dependent claim shows that
the controller is patentable without the extender. Further,
it noted (and Borg Indak conceded) that an extender for a
lumbar support adjustor in an automobile seat was in the
prior art.
Borg Indak noted that the named inventors admitted
they did not invent the extender. Further, it argued that
because combinations of existing elements are patentable, the extender can’t be eliminated from the invention merely for being known in the prior art. Additionally,
it argued that elements cannot be deemed insignificant
for being recited only in a dependent claim.
A joint inventor, the Federal Circuit stated, must
“contribute in some significant manner to the conception
or reduction to practice of the invention [and] make a
contribution to the claimed invention that is not insignificant in quality, when that contribution is measured
against the dimension of the full invention.” The Federal
Circuit determined that the extender added only an
“insignificant” contribution to the invention relative to the
“full dimension” of the invention, ”not just because it was
in the prior art, but because it was part of existing automobile seats.” The addition of the extender “was merely
the basic exercise of ordinary skill in the art.” The court
also emphasized that the patent provided only limited
3

Moreover, the Court noted that the addition of an
extender was “obvious”:
This is not a case in which a person claims to be
an inventor because he has suggested a non-obvious
combination of prior art elements to the named inventors. Such an individual may be a co-inventor.
There is not, and could not be, any claim that the
addition of the extender here was anything but obvious.
The Court’s reasoning suggests the need for an
obviousness analysis measured against the invention
itself.

Conclusion
Ascertaining the “significance” of an alleged inventor’s
contribution is a key aspect of determining correct inventorship. Determining whether an element of a claim is
“not insignificant in quality, when that contribution is
measured against the dimension of the full invention” requires an understanding of the claim’s novel aspects as
well as the knowledge and skill in the prior art. On the
one hand, where an element is central to the novelty of
the invention, it is easy to conclude that the element’s
contribution is worthy of a claim to inventorship. In most
cases, however, the analysis is more difficult: An element’s significance may not be readily apparent, whether
due to uncertainties of existing prior art or an amorphous
understanding of the level of ordinary skill. Nartron appears to draw a line against inventorship for elements
known in the prior art and used in the field of the invention. The difficult aspect of Nartron, however, is in drawing that line where, as in most cases, the invention itself
comprises elements that previously were known and used.
Nartron emphasizes the difficulty of determining correct inventorship where the alleged contribution is an element recited only in a dependent claim. The Federal Circuit did not say, in Nartron, that inventorship cannot be
based on contributions found only in dependent claims.
However, the Court’s reasoning suggests it remains critical
of such inventorship claims (“If Benson did not make
those inventions, he does not necessarily attain the status
of co-inventor by providing the sole feature of a dependent claim.”) (emphasis added).◊

In doing so, the court applied the following test set forth in Ethicon:

To determine whether [the alleged inventor] made a contribution to the conception of the subject matter of claim 33, this court must determine what [his]
contribution was and then whether that contribution’s role appears in the claimed invention. If [he] in fact contributed to the invention defined by claim 33,
he is a joint inventor of that claim.
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Stealth Infringement: A Government Contractor Using an Infringing Process
Abroad Loses Immunity from Liability
By Meredith Ainbinder, Esq., Bromberg & Sunstein LLP
A federal court has closed a long-standing gap in the
relief available for patent infringement arising from government contracts. Until now, government contractors
used a statutory immunity to fend off all infringement
claims.
The gap arose because the statute holding the government liable for its contractors’ infringement is limited to
claims that arise in the United States. 28 U.S.C. § 1498
(c). As a result, when products are imported into the
United States after they are made abroad from a patented method, the anomaly existed of a wrong under
the patent law without a remedy: The government had
not waived its sovereign immunity, yet the contractor
appeared to be protected by the statutory immunity
covering work done for the government. Id. § 1498(a).
Our story begins in 1986, when
the United States government
contracted with defense-industry
giant Lockheed Martin for the
production of the F-22 Raptor
fighter plane. This stealth fighter
incorporates carbon fiber sheet
products that Zoltek claims were
made by a process that infringed
its patent. Because the contractor performed pertinent steps of
the process in Japan, however,
Zoltek could not maintain a suit
against the United States or, it seemed, the contractor.

that they provided, the Court of Claims refused to permit a legal gap to arise that would leave Zoltek without
a remedy. Instead, it held that the law immunizing government contractors from patent infringement only applied where the government itself had waived its sovereign immunity.
Where no waiver of sovereign immunity exists because
of infringing activities conducted abroad, the contractors were not protected by a statutory immunity. In
other words, someone had to be accountable for the
infringement: if not the government, the contractor.
It was not enough for Zoltek to convince the court that
the law of contractor liability left certain patentinfringement claimants high and dry. Zoltek also had to
navigate a procedural minefield to bring Lockheed Martin into the lawsuit. While
cases against the government are properly brought in
the Court of Federal Claims,
that tribunal could not hear
the case against Lockheed.
Of course, when it commenced the suit, Zoltek had
no reason to believe it could
succeed in asserting patent
rights against Lockheed.

At this late date, the statute
of limitations prevented Zoltek from filing a timely case
in federal court in Georgia. Yet without Lockheed in the
Zoltek, which initiated suit more than 12 years ago, has original lawsuit, Zoltek could not simply transfer the
case to Georgia because the federal court there would
seen its fate debated and decided by various courts.
But last month, in Zoltek Corporation v. United States,
not have had the right to decide the case as filed.
the U.S. Court of Federal Claims for the first time held
Resolving a procedural conundrum unique to this case,
that a government contractor may be liable for patent
the court held that Zoltek could amend its complaint by
infringement.
asserting claims against Lockheed and thereafter have
Because patentees have been historically barred from
the suit transferred to the federal court in Georgia.
enforcing their rights against contractors, Zoltek
The holding gives patent owners long-awaited clarity on
brought a case for infringement against the U.S. govthe
scope of their rights in situations where government
ernment in the Court of Federal Claims, a specialized
contractors
import items into the United States after
tribunal that has jurisdiction over claims for monetary
they
are
made
abroad by an infringing method. For the
relief against the United States government. It now has
government
contractors,
this clarity spells new exposure
the promise of adding another court to the roster when
to
litigation.
As
for
Zoltek,
it wins the chance to extend
the case moves to the Northern District of Georgia.
this already protracted litigation to what promises to be
In analyzing the relevant statutes and the immunities
a hard-fought dispute with Lockheed Martin.◊
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PTO Must Make Up for Lost Time: District Court Requires Longer
Patent-Term Extensions
By Kimberly Seluga, Esq., Bromberg & Sunstein LLP
Since every additional day that a patent lives on can be extremely profitable to the patent owner, it is not
surprising that a law providing for the
extension of patent terms has drawn
close attention. A patentee can now
expect the PTO to extend the life of
certain patents, particularly where
the patent issued more than three
years after the filing date.

statute, thus entitling Wyeth and Elan
Pharma International Ltd. to longer
patent terms. As a result of the
court’s fresh interpretation of the
patent term adjustment statute, the
average life expectancy of a patent
may have increased.

Patent term extensions were essentially born of the method by which
patent terms are calculated. Since a
Federal law requires that the PTO
patent ordinarily has a limited life
grant patent term adjustments to
that spans 20 years from the filing
patentees based on PTO delay during date, Congress, in acknowledgment
the prosecution process. Any patof the seemingly inevitable delays
entee who disagrees with the PTO’s
that occur during patent prosecution,
adjustment determination may reprovided several “patent term guarquest reconsideration to the PTO
antees.” See 35 U.S.C. § 154(b).
within two months of the patent isIn particular, Congress guarantees
sue date and has the further option
of appealing to the United States Dis- “prompt Patent and Trademark Office
trict Court for the District of Columbia responses,” whereby if issuance of a
patent is delayed due to failure of the
within 180 days of the patent issue
1
PTO to provide notifications to the
date. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.705(d); 35
patentee at the various enumerated
U.S.C. §154(b)(4)(A).
statutory deadlines,2 “the term of the
Such an appeal, by two pharmaceuti- patent shall be extended 1 day for
cal companies, was the subject of a
each day after the end of the period
recent decision that may have enspecified . . . until the action dehanced the longevity of many pend- scribed in such clause is taken.” 35
ing and recently issued patents. In
U.S.C. § 154(b)(1)(A). Such delays
Wyeth v. Dudas, the United States
on the part of the PTO are referred
District Court for the District of Coto as “A delays.”
lumbia ruled that the PTO misconCongress further guarantees that if
strued the patent term adjustment
the PTO fails to issue a patent within

three years after the filing date, “the
term of the patent shall be extended
1 day for each day after the end of
that 3-year period until the patent is
issued.” 35 U.S.C. § 154(b)(1)(B).
These delays are referred to as “B
delays,” and can be recovered
whether caused by the PTO or the
applicant.3
Because combining A and B delays
could in some cases result in a windfall to patentees by way of double
counting, Congress limited these patent term adjustments to the actual
number of days of delay. Specifically,
the statute provides, “[t]o the extent
that periods of delay attributable to
grounds specified in paragraph (1)
overlap, the period of any adjustment
granted under this subsection shall
not exceed the actual number of
days the issuance of the patent was
delayed.” 35 U.S.C. § 154(b)(2)(A).4
The dispute in Wyeth focused on this
last provision and on what it means
for “periods of delay” to “overlap.”
The PTO argued that B delay begins
on the filing date rather than at the
end of the 3-year period, maintaining
its official position that “the entire
period during which the application
was pending before the Office . . .
(Continued on page 12)

1

From the date of the notice of allowance to the date of issue fee payment, a patent applicant may request reconsideration
of the patent term adjustment by way of an application for patent term adjustment under 37 C.F.R. § 1.705(b). Note that
under 37 C.F.R. § 1.705(d), any request for reconsideration that raises issues that were raised, or could have been raised, in
an application for patent term adjustment under section (b) are dismissed by the PTO as untimely.

2

35 U.S.C. §§ 154(b)(1)(A)(i)-(iv) provide the particular statutory deadlines which, if not met by the PTO, entitle an applicant to a patent term extension. For example, failure of the PTO to issue a first office action within 14 months of the filing
date results in an extra day of extension until the office action is issued.
3

Certain types of delay, such as an applicant’s request for continued examination, do not count toward B delay, however. 35
U.S.C. §§ 154(b)(1)(B)(i)-(iii). In addition, any period of time during which the applicant failed to engage in reasonable efforts to prosecute the application is deducted from the total patent term adjustment. 35 U.S.C. § 154(a)(2)(C).

4

Although not relevant to the Wyeth case, 35 U.S.C. § 154(b)(2)(A), in addition to limiting A and B delay, also limits “C delay,” which provides for patent term extensions based on delays due to interference proceedings, secrecy orders, and appeals. 35 U.S.C. § 154(b)(1)(C).
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(Continued from page 11)

four-year extension of the patent
term.

The court ruled that the PTO’s interpretation of the statute “cannot be
squared with the language of § 154
(b)(1)(B).” The court agreed with
Wyeth that “[t]he only way that periods of time can ‘overlap’ is if they
occur on the same day,” and “‘B delay’ begins when the PTO has failed
to issue a patent within three years,
Under the PTO’s interpretation, B
delay virtually always overlaps with A not before.”
delay for purposes of applying the no
Under the court’s ruling, a patentee
-overlap limitation.5 For example, if
whose patent did not issue within
the PTO (1) issued a first office acthree years should now receive a
tion one year after the deadline for
patent term adjustment for not only
doing so, (2) issued the patent one
the time period between year three
year after the deadline for doing so
and the issue date (B delay), but also
after payment of the issuance fee,
for any administrative PTO delay (A
and (3) issued the patent six years
delay) that occurred during the first
after the filing date, the PTO would
three years of pendency.6
grant a three-year adjustment. The
and not just the period beginning
three years after the actual filing
date of the application, is the period
of delay . . . in determining whether
periods of delay overlap . . . .” 69
Fed. Reg. 34283 (June 21, 2004)
(explaining 37 C.F.R. § 1.703(f)).

sulting recalculations of patent term
adjustments, the PTO appealed the
Wyeth ruling on November 28, 2008
to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
If the decision is affirmed, it would
certainly be a great victory for patentees. Even relatively minor increases in the length of a patent
term could translate into major revenues. Moreover, because B delay
would no longer render nearly all A
delay irrelevant, the decision would
provide the PTO with a further incentive to process patent applications as
efficiently as possible.

The Wyeth court did not address
(and the appeals court may leave
open) the issue of which patentees
will be eligible to obtain a recalculated patent term adjustment. While
patent applicants, and those patentcourt summarized the PTO’s interpreThe court astutely posited that Con- ees still within the 180-day window
tation as allowing A or B delay,
gress must have deliberately guaran- from the issue date of their patent,
whichever is greater, but not both.
teed both efficient PTO administrawould be able to benefit from the
tion and a maximum 3-year pendWyeth disagreed with the PTO’s
ruling, it is questionable whether patency, since the statutory assurances entees outside the 180-day window
stingy interpretation, arguing that,
under the plain meaning of the stat- are stated separately. The opinion
have any recourse for obtaining an
concluded that “[i]f the outcome
ute, A and B delays overlap only if
adjustment consistent with the
commanded by that text is an uninthey occur on the same calendar
court’s opinion.
tended result, the problem is for Condays, and B delay does not begin
Because term recalculation of the
gress to remedy, not the agency.”
running until three years after the
thousands of patents that may be afAccordingly,
the
court
ordered
the
filing date. Thus, in light of the high
fected by this change would cause
PTO
to
recalculate
the
patent
term
likelihood of A delay during the first
logistical nightmares at the PTO, we
adjustments
pursuant
to
the
court’s
three years of pendency, Wyeth’s
can expect the PTO to put up an aginterpretation
of
the
statute.
reading of the statute suggested that
gressive fight against the court’s ruling
the PTO has been routinely depriving
Since Wyeth’s triumph, several other and its potentially retroactive effect.
patentees of potentially significant
patentees have claimed similar misPatent applicants and owners (or at
extensions to their patent terms. In
calculations in their patent term adleast their attorneys) will no doubt
the example from the preceding
await the appeal decision and the
justments. In an effort to quell the
paragraph, the delayed office action
impending flood of appeals and re(Continued on page 13)
and patent issuance would result in a
5

In the PTO’s official “explanation” of its interpretation of the statute, it defended against the argument that B delay always
overlaps with A delay by providing a rather convoluted example which assumed no A delay during the first three years and
also assumed the occurrence after year three of one of the activities excluded for purposes of B delay. See 69 Fed. Reg.
34283, 34284. Although this example demonstrated that B delay does not always overlap with A delay (i.e., there is at least
one scenario in which both A and B delay would be counted in an extension), the chance of such a scenario arising seems
remote. Apparently recognizing this, the court altogether ignored the possibility.
6

Note that in most cases any A delay occurring after the 3-year mark would not be added to the adjustment calculation because it would overlap with the B period. Such A delay would not overlap with the B period (and would be counted in the
adjustment), however, if, for example, one of the exceptions outlined in 35 U.S.C. §§ 154(b)(1)(B)(i)-(iii) applied during that
time.
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PTO Roundtable on Deferred Examination Practice
By Debra Milasincic, Esq., Lahive & Cockfield, LLP, Emily Whelan, Esq., WilmerHale
The PTO hosted a roundtable on February 12, 2009 to
discuss whether the PTO should formally consider implementing deferred examination practice in the U.S. Representatives from law firms, bar and trade associations, the
PTO, academia, manufacturing, telecommunications, software, and pharmaceutical industries, and an individual
inventor participated. Topics included the effect deferred
examination would have on fees and the quality of examination of patent applications, and how any proposed system would be implemented.

ger examination at any time to avoid abuse of the system,
and to make rights clearer earlier in the process. There
was also great support for achieving stable, 18-month
pendency of applications to help minimize uncertainty.
Other issues such as PTA effect and harmony with
other world-wide systems were discussed.

Following the roundtable discussion, the PTO provided a
short period during which the public could submit written
comments regarding deferred examination. The BPLA Patent Office Practice Committee solicited input from memMost participants agreed that deferred examination would bers regarding deferred examination; however, due to
benefit applicants by delaying payment of fees to the PTO limited response the Committee decided not to submit
and reducing overall fees based on fewer applications pro- comments at this time.
ceeding through substantive examination. In theory, applicants would have more time to determine the commercial Duty of Disclosure Roundtable—Hak J. Chang
value of their inventions and would prosecute only the
The joint BPLA Biotechnology and Patent Office Practice
most valuable ones, thereby decreasing costs. However,
committees held a Round Table Discussion on Tuesday,
the resultant decrease in PTO revenue could be a downFebruary 24, 2009 at WilmerHale. Dr. Konstantin Linnik
side for the patent system.
from Cooley Godward Kronish, LLP gave a presentation on
the law and rules, as well as the state of the current case
Some attendees expected to see a decrease in the backlaw, relating to duty of disclosure. Participants then dislog of applications due to increased applicant selectivity,
cussed several scenarios implicating the duty of disclosure
resulting in higher-quality examination of patent applicaand shared approaches that would minimize the risk of
tions. And arguably, if applicants were more selective
inequitable conduct allegations. Participants had an open
about the patents they pursued, the money saved could
discussion about what their practices are with regard to
be put back into research and development, thereby incomplying with the duty of disclosure and problems/issues
creasing innovation. As a counter-point, the long pendrelating to the same, which they have encountered during
ency periods resulting from deferred examination could
prosecution of patent applications before the U.S. Patent
stifle commercial decision making, because competitors
would be uncertain as to the PTOs view on patentability of and Trademark Office and during litigation. The meeting
was scheduled to run until 9:30am, but the discussion
applications pending examination.
went on until 9:45am. Attendees were attorneys, patent
Certain attendees supported allowing third parties to trig- agents, and paralegals from the Boston area.◊

PTO Must Make Cont.
(Continued from page 12)

yet paid the issue fee should consider
filing an application for patent term
adjustment, requesting reconsideration by the PTO pursuant to 37 C.F.R.
§ 1.705(b).

the eligible timeframe for both PTO
reconsideration and appeal to the
district court.

Those owners whose patents issued
between two months and 180 days
In the meantime, owners of pending Owners of patents issued within the ago should similarly consider filing
and issued patents whose patent
last two months should consider filing civil actions to preserve their right to
term adjustments were shortened by a request for reconsideration of the
recalculation. These patentees, howthe PTO’s interpretation of the statpatent term adjustment with the PTO ever, could not request reconsideraute should consider requesting adpursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.705(d)
tion by the PTO since their patents
justment of their patent term to pre- and/or filing a civil action in the Dis- have matured beyond the eligibility
serve their right to a recalculation
trict Court for the District of Columbia period.
based on the Wyeth decision. In par- pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 154(b)(4)(A).
ticular, patent applicants who have
Patentees so situated are able to pur- While pursuit of these avenues would
incur short-term legal expense, the
received a term adjustment in a no- sue one or both of these options
tice of allowance but who have not
since their patents were issued within potential result of an extended patent
term may well be worth it.◊
PTO’s reaction in suspense.
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Job Opportunities
Lateral IP Attorneys

Patent Attorneys

Rissman, Jobse, Hendricks & Oliverio, LLP

Lahive & Cockfield, LLP

Location: Boston, Massachusetts
Openings currently exist for qualified lateral IP attorneys at the Boston IP
firm, Rissman, Jobse, Hendricks & Oliverio, LLP. We are located near Government Center, convenient to all major transportation/commuter hubs. Modern
office with state of the art facilities and support. Opportunity to build and
expand your practice by working with experienced professionals of varied
backgrounds, including IP litigation and prosecution, in a collegial and supportive working environment. Flexible hours and billing arrangements available
with emphasis on client support and service. Highly competitive compensation
and benefits package. Laterals with partnership potential only. Principals requested, no third-parties. Reply in confidence to hiring partner as listed below:
Contact Information: Larry Oliverio
Email: loliverio@rjholaw.com
Telephone: (617) 933-4430

Litigation Associate
Lowrie, Lando & Anastasi, LLP
Location: Cambridge, Massachusetts
Litigation Associate with 2-4 years of
experience. Technical degree or experience strongly preferred; strong
writing and interpersonal skills required.
LL&A was founded on a work model
that promotes legal professionalism
over simply maximizing billable hours.
We hail from across the U.S. and the
globe and include graduates of the
most renowned scientific and legal
institutions in the country, and many
have advanced technical degrees in a
variety of disciplines ranging from
electrical engineering to medical genetics to business and history. We
require 1600 billable hours, leaving
each individual time to meet other
professional and personal goals. When
our associates go above and beyond
this requirement, we provide them
with a generous bonus, competitive
with the highest salaries in the region
if similar hours are worked in a particular year.

We have a premier patent litigation
practice, representing $2 billion plus
companies in high stakes patent litigation across the country, including our
representation as lead counsel in patent litigation for Philips Electronics,
Philips Solid State Lighting, Ledalite,
PerkinElmer, Sun Life Assurance,
Kenexa, BeldenCDT, Saint-Gobain and
others. We have a national practice,
with cases presently pending in Massachusetts, California, Missouri, Delaware, Texas, Florida, Wisconsin, Louisiana and Pennsylvania.
We are proud members of our profession and the work we do for our clients; we are appreciative of each
other and encourage a fair and inclusive workplace for all to have fulfilling
and enjoyable careers.
Contact Information:
Keith F. Noe
Email: knoe@LL-A.com
Telephone: (617) 395-7039
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Lahive & Cockfield, LLP, one of New
England's leading intellectual property
law firms specializing in life sciences
and high-technology based in Boston,
Massachusetts seeks:

a) 1-2 highly-motivated patent attorneys or agents with 2-5 years patent
prosecution experience preferred. Successful candidates should have strong
academic credentials in biotechnology
(e.g., biology, biochemistry, immunology, etc.) and/or chemistry as well as
superior writing skills, enthusiasm, and
commitment to enhancing the Life Sciences Practice at Lahive. A Bachelors
of Science or advanced science degree
is required and USPTO registration is
preferred;
b) 1-2 highly-motivated technical specialists with 2-5 years patent prosecution experience preferred. Successful
candidates should have strong academic credentials in biotechnology
(e.g., biology, biochemistry, immunology, etc.) and/or chemistry as well as
superior writing skills, enthusiasm, and
commitment to enhancing the Life Sciences Practice at Lahive. A Bachelors
of Science or advanced science degree
is required and USPTO registration is
preferred.
The firm offers a highly competitive
compensation and benefits plan, and
an innovative bonus plan.

Please send resume to:
Jean H. Ward, Human Resources Director, Lahive & Cockfield, LLP
One Post Office Square, Boston,
MA 02109.
Email: jhw@lahive.com
Direct applicants only – no agency inquiries please.
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The Boston Patent Law Association (BPLA) is an
association of intellectual property professionals, providing
educational programs and a forum for the interchange of
ideas and information concerning patent, trademark, and
copyright laws. Through a volunteer Board of Governors
and committees, it organizes and hosts educational
seminars, social events, and conventions, and comments
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profession. Visit the BPLA at www.bpla.org.
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Debra Milasincic, Esq.
Emily Whelan, Esq.
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tradesecrets@bpla.org
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Vickie L. Henry (617) 832-1185
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encouraged.
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